Walking challenges in moderate knee osteoarthritis: A biomechanical and neuromuscular response to medial walkway surface translations.
Sensations of knee instability are self-reported in 60-80% of individuals with knee osteoarthritis. These sensations are most often reported during walking; however, it remains unclear how they affect knee joint biomechanics and muscle activation patterns as indicators of joint function. Perturbation paradigms may provide insight into how the knee joint responds to walking challenges. Thus, the purpose of this study was to determine how individuals with moderate medial compartment knee osteoarthritis respond to unexpected, 3 cm medial walkway surface translations during gait compared to an asymptomatic control group. It is hypothesized that individuals with knee osteoarthritis will demonstrate altered biomechanics, and elevated and prolonged muscle activation compared to the asymptomatic group. Twenty asymptomatic individuals and 20 individuals with knee osteoarthritis walked on a dual-belt instrumented treadmill. Participants experienced 24 unexpected medial/lateral, 1 cm/3 cm walkway translations during mid-stance on each leg. Joint motions, moments and maximal voluntary isometric contraction amplitude normalized muscle activations were analyzed for the 3 cm walkway translations. Discrete measures were extracted from each biomechanical waveform and Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was used to determine knee joint muscle activation patterns. PCA is a factorization method to reduce dimensionality of EMG envelopes into linearly uncorrelated principal patterns (PP1, PP2, PP3) that explain the largest possible variance in the dataset. PP1 is often interpreted as a feature that explains the overall amplitude, while PP2 and PP3 are features that explain the variance in temporal activation patterns (i.e. how activation patterns change over the gait cycle). Statistical significance was determined using Analysis of Covariance models (alpha = 0.05). In response to the medial 3 cm walkway translation, increased activation amplitudes in the hamstring and gastrocnemius, captured by PP1 were found in both groups, as well as alterations in temporal activation patterns (captured by combinations of PP2 and PP3 patterns) across all muscle sites (p < 0.05). No group differences were demonstrated in joint motion and moment discrete metrics (p > 0.05) in response to the 3 cm translation. These findings suggest that the medial 3 cm walkway translation posed a challenged to knee function, however the biomechanical and neuromuscular response was similar between individuals with moderate knee osteoarthritis and asymptomatic individuals.